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Let ,: X_T+  X be a semiflow on a compact metric space X. A function
F: X_T+  X is subadditive with respect to , if F(x, t+s)F(x, t)+F(,(x, t), s).
We define the maximal growth rate of F to be supx # X lim supt  (1t) F(x, t). This
growth rate is shown to equal the maximal growth rate of the subadditive function
restricted to the minimal center of attraction of the semiflow. Applications to
Birkhoff sums, characteristic exponents of linear skew-product semiflows on Banach
bundles, and average Lyapunov functions are developed. In particular, a rela-
tionship between the dynamical spectrum and the measurable spectrum of a linear
skew-product flow established by R. A. Johnson, K. J. Palmer, and G. R. Sell
(SIAM J. Math. Anal. 18, 1987, 133) is extended to semiflows in an infinite dimen-
sional setting.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider a continuous-time or discrete-time semiflow , on a compact
metric space X. By this we mean a continuous map
,: X_T+  X, ,(x, t)=,tx
that satisfies ,0x=x and ,s+t x=,s,tx for s, t # T+ where T+ equals
either Z+ in the discrete-time case or R+ in the continuous-time case. An
important class of continuous functions F: X_T+  R associated with ,
are those that satisfy a subadditivity condition:
F(x, t+s)F(x, t)+F(,tx, s). (1)
These functions naturally arise in various settings including the study of
Birkhoff sums [10], average Lyapunov functions [2, 3], and characteristic
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exponents for smooth dynamical systems [13, 14], homeomorphisms of
metric spaces [7], and linear skew-product semiflows [5]. In each of these
settings, it is the asymptotic behavior of these subadditive functions as
t   that is of interest. In his ground breaking work, Kingman [8]
provided the first systematic study of the long-term behavior of subadditive
functions from an ergodic point of view. Kingman’s subadditive ergodic
theorem [8] assures that (1t) F(x, t) has a well-defined limit almost surely
for any ,-invariant measure. The purpose of this paper is to provide
uniform upper bounds for the limiting values of (1t) F(x, t) in terms of
these well-defined limits.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the main
definitions: the maximal growth rate of a subadditive function and the
growth rate of a subbadditive function with respect to an ergodic measure.
The main theorem asserts that the maximal growth rate equals the
supremum of the growth rates with respect to ergodic measures. In Section
3, we prove the main result. In Section 4, we derive three applications of
the main result. First, we show that the maximal (respectively minimal)
growth rate of the Birkhoff sums of a continuous function equals the
supremum (respectively infimum) of the average of this function with
respect to any ergodic measure. Second, we consider the dynamical spec-
trum and the measurable spectrum of a skew-product semiflow on Banach
bundles. Sacker and Sell [16] defined the dynamical spectrum 7dyn for a
finite-dimensional linear skew-product flow ? over a suitable base space X
to be the set of values * # R where the shifted semiflow ?* fails to have an
exponential dichotomy. This definition was extended to an infinite dimen-
sional setting by Magalha~ es [9]. Alternatively, Johnson et al. [5] defined
the measurable spectrum 7meas to be the closure of the characteristic
exponents of ? as determined by the multiplicative ergodic theorem [5, 13,
14]. The existence of the measurable spectrum in the infinite dimensional
setting was proven by Ruelle [15] and Man~ e [11]. In the spirit of Johnson
et al. [5] we prove that
7dyn7meas7dyn
thereby extending their result to the infinite dimensional setting. As our
final application, the main result is applied to the study of average
Lyapunov functions [2, 3] that are used to prove that certain positively
invariant sets are repelling. They arise often in biological applications [4]
and in these cases it is useful to know on what set it is necessary to check
whether a candidate function is in fact an average Lyapunov function. We
show that it is sufficient to check on the minimal center of attraction of the
semiflow (a subset of the Birkhoff center of the semiflow).
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2. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULT
Given a semiflow, we restrict our attention to continuous functions
F: X_T+  R, Ft(x)=F(x, t)
that are subadditive with respect to , (i.e., satisfy (1)). To study the
measure-theoretic growth rates of these functions, let Minv(,) denote the
space of Borel probability measures that are ,-invariant and let
Merg(,)Minv(,) denote those invariant measures for which , is ergodic.
Given + # Merg(,), Kingman’s subadditive ergodic theorem [8] asserts that
there exists a Borel set UX such that +(U )=1 and
lim
t  
1
t
Ft(x)= inf
t>0
1
t |X Ft d+
for all x # U. Hence, it makes sense to define the growth rate of Ft with
respect to + to be
GR(F, +)= inf
t>0
1
t |X Ft d+.
In general, however, the growth rate of Ft is not well defined at every point
of X. Therefore, at best we can hope to find a uniform upper bound for the
growth rate of a subadditive function. With this purpose in mind, we define
the maximal growth rate of Ft to be
GR+(F )=sup
x # X
lim sup
t  
1
t
Ft(x).
Our main result relates these measure-theoretic and dynamical definitions.
Theorem 1. Let F: X_T+  R be a continuous subadditive function
with respect to the semiflow ,. Then
GR+(F )=sup[GR(F, +) : + # Merg(,)]
= inf
t>0
1
t
sup
x # X
Ft(x).
Theorem 1 shows for what invariant subset KX it is sufficient to
evaluate the growth rate of F. This set is called the minimal center of attrac-
tion (see [10] or [12]) of ,, the unique compact positively invariant set
MC(,) which satisfies two conditions:
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(1) If U is any neighborhood of MC(,), let 1U be the characteristic
function for U (i.e., 1U (x)=1 if x # U else 1U (x)=0). Then for all x # X
lim
t  
1
t |
t
0
1U (,sx) ds=1
if T+=R+ or
lim
t  
1
t
:
t&1
i=0
1U (,ix) ds=1
if T+=Z+ .
(2) If KX is any other compact positively invariant set satisfying
condition (1), then MC(,)K.
The Birkhoff ergodic theorem implies (see, e.g., Exercises I.8.3 and II.1.5
in [10]) that
MC(,)=.
+
supp(+),
where the union is taken over + # Merg(,) and where supp(+) denotes the
support of +. Consequently, Theorem 1 implies
GR+(F )=GR+(F | MC(,)).
It is worth noting that by the Poincare recurrence theorem MC(,) is con-
tained in the Birkhoff center of , (i.e., the closure of the recurrent points).
This inclusion can be proper. For instance, Nemystkii and Stepanov [12]
provide an example of a flow on a two torus whose Birkhoff center is the
entire torus but whose minimal center of attraction is a single point.
Theorem 1 can also be used to find a uniform lower bound on the
growth rate of a superadditive function F with respect to ,: a continuous
function F: X_T+  R that satisfies
F(x, t+s)F(x, t)+F(,tx, s).
In this case, &F(x, t) is subadditive. Hence, applying Theorem 1 to &F,
we get that
inf
x # X
lim inf
t  
1
t
Ft(x)=inf[GR(Ft , +) : + # Merg(,)]=sup
t>0
1
t
inf
x # X
Ft(x).
We shall denote these equivalent quantities GR&(F), the minimal growth
rate of the superadditive function F.
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
To avoid confusion, throughout this section we let t denote an element
of R+ and n denote an element of Z+ . We begin by assuming that
T+=Z+ and by proving
GR+(F )sup[GR(F, +) : + # Merg(,)] inf
n1
sup
x # X
1
n
Fn(x). (2)
Kingman’s subadditive ergodic theorem implies the first inequality in (2).
To prove the second inequality in (2), choose =>0. We will show that
there exists a + # Merg(,) such that
GR(F, +)+2= inf
n1
sup
x # X
1
n
Fn(x). (3)
To prove (3), for every n # Z+ choose yn # X such that
1
n
Fn( yn)+= inf
n1
sup
x # X
1
n
Fn(x). (4)
Define a sequence of Borel probability measures ’n on X by
’n=
1
n
:
n&1
i=0
$,i yn ,
where $x is the Dirac measure concentrated at the point x. Compactness of
X implies there exists a subsequence of measures ’nk that converges to a
measure & in the weak* topology. For notational convenience, we write
&k=’nk and xk= ynk . To show that & is ,-invariant, let f : X  R be a con-
tinuous function. Weak* convergence of the &k implies
|
X
f (,1 x) d&(x)= lim
k  
1
nk
:
nk&1
i=0
f (, i+1 xk)
= lim
k  
1
nk
:
nk&1
i=0
f (, ixk)+ lim
k  
1
nk
( f (,nk xk)& f (xk))
= lim
k  
1
nk
:
nk&1
i=0
f (, ixk)
=|
X
f (x) d&(x).
Since f was an arbitrary continuous function, & is ,-invariant.
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Next we prove a lemma based on estimates found in Katznelson and
Weiss’ proof of the subadditive ergodic theorem [6].
Lemma 1. Let nk be a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers.
Then
lim sup
k  
1
mnk
:
nk&1
i=0
Fm(,i x)lim sup
k  
1
nk
Fnk(x)
for any x # X and 0{m # Z+ .
Proof. Assume nk>m. For each i between 1 and m there exists a
unique choice of integers c(i, k)0 and 0r(i, k)m such that
nk=i+c(i, k) m+r(i, k). By subadditivity,
Fnk(x)Fi (x)+Fc(i, k) m(,ix)+Fr(i, k)(, i+c(i, k) mx)
Fi (x)+ :
c(i, k)&1
j=0
Fm(,i+ jmx)+Fr(i, k)(,i+c(i, k) mx).
Summing both sides over i from 1 to m, we get
mFnk(x) :
m
i=1
Fi (x)+ :
m
i=1
:
c(i, k)&1
j=0
Fm(,i+ jmx)+ :
m
i=1
Fr(i, k)(, i+c(i, k) mx)
= :
m
i=1
Fi (x)+ :
nk&m
i=1
Fm(,ix)+ :
m
i=1
Fr(i, k)(,i+c(i, k) m x),
where the second line follows from the definition of c(i, k) and r(i, k).
Dividing both sides by mnk and rearranging terms, we get
1
nk
Fnk(x)
1
nkm \ :
m
i=1
Fi (x)+ :
nk&1
i=0
Fm(,i x)&Fm(x)
& :
nk&1
i=nk&m+1
Fm(, ix)+ :
m
i=1
Fr(i, k)(, i+c(i, k) mx)+ .
As 0r(i, k)m and 0nk&c(m, k) m2m, continuity of F and com-
pactness of X imply that the limit
lim
k  
1
nkm \ :
m
i=1
Fi (x)&Fm(x)& :
nk&1
i=nk&m+1
Fm(,ix)
+ :
m
i=1
Fr(i, k)(, i+c(i, k) mx)+
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exists and equals zero. Thus, taking the lim sup on both sides of (5) com-
pletes the proof of the lemma. K
Returning to the proof of Theorem 1, recall that xk= ynk . Lemma 1 and
(4) imply that
inf
m1
1
m |X Fm d&= infm1 limk  
1
mnk
:
nk&1
i=0
Fm(, ixk)
lim sup
k  
1
nk
Fnk(xk)
 inf
n1
sup
x # X
1
n
Fn(x)&=.
The ergodic decomposition theorem (see [10, Chap. II, Theorem 6.4],
implies
|
X
Fm d&=|
X \|X Fm d&x+ d&,
where &x are Borel probability measures for which , is ergodic. It follows
that there exists an ergodic measure +=&x for some x # X such that (3)
holds. Taking the limit as =  0 completes the proof of the second
inequality in (2).
To complete the proof in the discrete case, we need the following well-
known lemma (see, for example, [1, p. 28]).
Lemma 2. If an is a sequence of real numbers such that an+man+am
for all n, m # Z+ , then
lim
n  
1
n
an= inf
n1
1
n
an .
Similarly if a: R+  R is a continuous function such that a(t+s)
a(t)+a(s) for all s, t # R+ , then
lim
t  
1
t
at= inf
t>0
1
t
at .
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Subadditivity of F implies that the sequence an=supx # X Fn(x) satisfies
the conditions of Lemma 2. Therefore
inf
n1
sup
x # X
1
n
Fn(x)= lim
n  
1
n
sup
x # X
Fn(x)GR+(Fn)
which completes the proof of Theorem 1 in the discrete case.
Now consider a continuous-time semiflow ,(t, x) and a subadditive func-
tion F(x, t) where T+=R+ . Define ,1(x, n)=,(x, n) to be the time-one
map for ,. With ,1 we associate the subadditive function F 1(x, n)=F(x, n).
The proof of Theorem 1 in the continuous- time case follows from the dis-
crete-time case and the next lemma.
Lemma 3.
GR+(F 1)=GR+(F) (6)
inf
n1
sup
x # X
1
n
F 1n(x)= inf
t>0
sup
x # X
1
t
Ft(x) (7)
sup[GR(F 1, +) : + # Merg(,1)]=sup[GR(F, +) : + # Merg(,)]. (8)
Proof. Given t # R let [t] denote its integer part. Continuity of F and
compactness of X implies there exists K>0 such that |F(x, t)|K for all
x # X and 0t1. Given t>1, subadditivity of F implies that
F(x, t)&F(x, [t])F(,[t] x, t&[t])K. (9)
Since limt  (t[t])=1, (9) implies
lim sup
t  
1
t
F(x, t)lim sup
t  
1
t
F(x, [t])=lim sup
n  
1
n
F 1(x, n).
Alternatively, since Z+/R+ , the opposite inequality holds and we have
lim sup
t  
1
t
F(x, t)=lim sup
n  
1
n
F(x, n). (10)
Equation (10) implies (6).
To prove (7), set at=supx # X Ft(x). Lemma 2 implies that
lim
n  
1
n
an= inf
n1
1
n
an, lim
t  
1
t
at= inf
t>0
1
t
at .
Since Z+/R+ , it follows that limn  (1n) an=limt  (1t) at which
completes the proof of (7).
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To prove (8), notice that the characterization of MC(,1) and MC(,) as
the closure of the supports of the ergodic measures implies that
sup[GR(F 1, +) : + # Merg(,1)]=GR+(F 1 | MC(,1))
sup[GR(F, +) : + # Merg(,)]=GR+(F | MC(,)).
Therefore by (10) it is sufficient to show that MC(,1)=MC(,). Since any
ergodic measure + for , is an ergodic measure for ,1, it follows that
MC(,)MC(,1). The inclusion in the opposite direction follows from the
definition of the minimal center of attraction. K
4. APPLICATIONS
4.1. Birkhoff Sums
An immediate application of Theorem 1 is to Birkhoff sums (see Exercise
I.8.5 in [10]). We state the result in the case when T+=R+ . An analogous
statement holds for the discrete-time case.
Corollary 1. Let , be a continuous-time semiflow on a compact metric
space X. If f : X  R is a continuous function then
sup
x # X
lim sup
t  
1
t |
t
0
f (,sx) ds=sup {|X f d+ : + # Merg(,)=
inf
x # X
lim inf
t  
1
t |
t
0
f (,sx) ds=inf {|X f d+ : + # Merg(,)= .
Proof. Define F(x, t)= t0 f (,sx) ds. F is continuous and additive (i.e.,
superadditive and subadditive). Theorem 1 implies that GR+(F )=
sup+ GR(F, +) and GR&(F )=inf+ GR(F, +). The proof of the corollary is
completed by observing that the Birkhoff ergodic theorem implies that
GR(F, +)=X f d+.
4.2. Spectra for Linear Skew-Product Semiflows on Banach Bundles
In this section we assume that ,: X_R  X is a continuous-time flow on
a compact metric space X. Following the work of Sacker and Sell [16],
Johnson et al. [5], and Magalha~ es [9], we study the spectral properties of
linear-skew product semiflows on Banach vector bundles over ,. A Banach
vector bundle E over X is a triad (E, p, & }&) where E is a topological space,
p: E  X a continuous map (called the canonical projection), & }&: E  R a
continuous function and for every x # X the set E(x)= p&1(x) is endowed
with a vector space structure such that & }&x : E(x)  R is a Banach norm
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on E(x) and the topology induced by this norm coincides with the relative
topology of E(x). E(x) is called the fibre over x. Points in E can be
represented as ordered pairs (x, v) where x # X and v # E(x). A semiflow
?: E_R+  E is said to be a linear skew-product semiflow on E if
?(x, v, t)=(,(x, t), 8(x, t) v),
where 8(x, t) is a bounded linear map that sends the fiber E(x) to the fiber
E(,tx). Since ? is only defined for t0, it is useful to identify the points
(x, v) in E through which there is a backward continuation of ?. To this
end, we define the set
B=[(x, v) # E : there is exactly one continuous function (u, w):
(&, 0]  E such that u(0)=x, w(0)=v and ?(u(s),
w(s), t)=(u(t+s), w(t+s)) for all s0 and all
t # [0, &s]].
For any point (x, v) # B and t0 we set 8(x, t) v equal to (u(t), w(t))
where (u, w) is the unique backward continuation of (x, v). We define the
stable set of ? by
S=[(x, v) # E : lim
t  
|8(x, t) v|=0]
and the unstable set of ? by
U=[(x, v) # B : lim
t  &
|8(x, t) v|=0].
Notice that the set S is positively invariant under ? (i.e., ?tSS for all
t0) and the set U is invariant under ? (i.e., UB and ?t UU for all
t # R). It is easy to check that S and U are vector sub-bundles of E.
The linear skew-product flow ? is said to have an exponential dichotomy
provided that there exists a continuous family of linear projectors P(x) of
the fibers E(x) and constants K, :>0 such that
(i) N=[(x, v) # E : P(x) v=0]B.
(ii) &8(x, t) P(x)&Ke&:t for all t0 and x # X.
(iii) &8(x, t)(I&P(x))&Ke:t for all t0 and x # X.
Notice that (i) implies that (iii) makes sense. Whenever ? admits an
exponential dichotomy, the unstable set U equals N and the stable set S
equals [(x, P(x) v) : (x, v) # E]. Consequently, E=SU where  denotes
a Whitney sum.
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Given * # R, define the linear skew-product semiflow ?* by
?*(x, v, t)=(,t x, e&*t8(x, t) v)
for t0 and (x, v) # E. The resolvent \(E, ?) of ? is defined to be the set
\(E, ?)=[* # R+ : ?* admits an exponential dichotomy].
Given * # \(E, ?), let U* and S* denote the unstable and stable sets of ?* .
The dynamical spectrum of ? is defined to be the set
7dyn(E, ?)=R"\(E, ?).
Magalha~ es [9, Theorem 2.1] provided the following characterization of
the dynamical spectrum.
Theorem 2 (Magalha~ es, 1987). Let ?=(,, 8) be a linear skew-product
semiflow over a compact connected metric space X. Assume that 8(x, t) is a
compact linear operator for all t0 and x # X. Then the dynamical spectrum
7dyn(E, ?) is closed, bounded above, and equals the union of closed intervals.
These intervals are called the spectral intervals and in this setting an interval
[a, b] is allowed to degenerate to a point when a=b.
Associated with each spectral interval there is a spectral bundle V of E
which satisfies the following properties:
(1) If +, * # \(E, ?) and (+, *) & 7dyn(E, ?)=[a, b] then the spectral
bundle V associated with [a, b] has finite dimension, satisfies V=U+ & S*
and is invariant under ?.
(2) If * # \(E, ?) and (&, *) & 7dyn(E, ?)=(&, b], then the
spectral bundle V associated with (&, b] satisfies V=S* and is positively
invariant under ?.
(3) If * # \(E, ?) then the number of spectral intervals included in
(*, ) is finite.
Remarks. Magalha~ es original statement of the theorem assumed that X
is a compact connected smooth Banach manifold. It is easily seen that his
proof holds for compact connected metric spaces.
To define the measurable counterpart to 7dyn(E, ?), we first state a
theorem of Man~ e [11] which is the infinite dimensional counterpart to
Oseledec’s multiplicative ergodic theorem [13]. Ruelle [15] proved a
similar theorem for Hilbert space vector bundles.
Theorem 3 (Man~ e , 1983). Let ?=(,, 8) be a linear skew-product semi-
flow over a compact metric space X. Assume that 8(x, t) is compact and
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injective for all t0 and x # X. Then there is a Borel set 1 such that
+(1 )=1 for all + # Minv(,) and such that every x # 1 satisfies one of the
following three conditions
(1) limt  (1t) ln &8(x, t)&=&.
(2) There exists a k(x) # Z+ and a splitting
E(x)=E1(x) } } } Ek(x)(x)F(x)
and numbers *1(x)> } } } >*k(x)(x) such that
(a) Ei (x) is finite dimensional for all 1ik(x).
(b) limt  \(1t) ln &8(x, t) v&=*i (x) for all 0{v # E i (x) and
1ik(x).
(c) limt  (1t) ln &8(x, t) | F(x)&=&.
(3) There exist subspaces Ei (x), Fi (x), i=1, 2, ..., and real numbers
*1(x)>*2(x)> } } } such that:
(a) Ei (x) is finite dimensional for all i1.
(b) limn   *n(x)=&.
(c) E1(x) } } } Ei (x)F i (x)=E(x) for all i.
(d) For all i and 0{v # Ei (x),
lim
t  \
1
t
ln &8(x, t) v&=*i (x).
(e) For all i,
lim
t  
1
t
ln &8(x, t) | F i(x)&=* i+1(x).
Following Johnson et al. [5] we define the measurable spectrum of a
linear skew-product semiflow ? by
7meas(E, ?)=[* i (x) : x # 1, 1ik(x)],
where the *i (x) are the characteristic exponents as defined in Man~ e ’s
theorem and where we set k(x)=0 or  when x # 1 corresponds to a point
in case (1) or (3) of Theorem 3.
Using Theorem 1 in conjunction with the results of Magalha~ es and
Man~ e , we get the following result.
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Theorem 4. Let ?=(,, 8) be a linear skew-product semiflow over a
compact connected metric space X. Assume that 8(t, x) is a compact and
injective operator for all x # X and t0. Then
7dyn(E, ?)7meas(E, ?)7dyn(E, ?),
where 7dyn(E, ?) denotes the boundary of 7dyn(E, ?).
Proof. We first show that
7meas(E, ?)7dyn(E, ?).
To this end, let * # R and ( y, w) # E be such that
lim
t  
1
t
ln |8( y, t) w|=*. (11)
We want to show that * # 7dyn(E, ?). Arguing negatively, suppose that
* # \(E, ?). Then ?* admits an exponential dichotomy E=S*U* and
there exist K, ;>0 such that
|8(x, t) vs |Ke(*&;) t |vs | for all x # X, vs # S*(x), t0 (12)
|8(x, &t) vu |Ke&(;+*) t |vu | for all x # X, vu # U*(x), t0. (13)
In this case, we can write w=ws+wu for some ws # S*( y) and wu # U*( y).
Relations (11) and (12) imply that wu cannot equal zero. Relation (13)
implies that for t0
|wu |=|8(,t y, &t) 8( y, t) wu |
Ke&(;+*) t |8( y, t) wu |.
Hence, we get that for all t0
|8( y, t) wu |
1
K
e(*+;) t |wu |
which contradicts (11).
Next we prove the inclusion,
7dyn(E, ?)7meas(E, ?).
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To this end, let I be a spectral interval of the form [a, b] or (&, b] and
let V be its associated spectral bundle as given by Theorem 2. Define
F(x, t)=ln &8(x, t) | V(x)&
for all x # X and t0. F is continuous and subadditive with respect to ,.
For any + # Merg(,), GR(F, +) is the maximal Lyapunov exponent of ? | V
with respect to + (see, e.g., [11] or [15]). In particular there exists
( y, w) # V such that
lim
t  
1
t
ln |8( y, t) w|=GR(F, +).
Our arguments in the previous paragraph applied to ? | V imply that
GR(F, +) # 7dyn(V, ?)=I. On the other hand, Theorem 1 implies that
GR+(F )=sup[GR(F, +) : + # Merg(,)]. Hence GR+(F ) # I. We claim that
GR+(F )=b. Arguing negatively assume that GR+(F)<b then Theorem 1
implies that there exists =>0 such that
inf
t>0
1
t
sup
x # X
F(x, t)<b&=.
Therefore there exists T>0 such that
e&bT &8(x, T ) | V(x)&e&=T
for all x # X. Submultiplicativity of linear operators with respect to the
operator norm implies that for all n # Z+ , x # X,
e&bnT &8(x, nT ) | V(x)&e&=nT. (14)
Let
K= sup
x # X, 0tT
eT &8(x, t) | V(x)&.
Given any t0, there is a unique nonnegative integer n and real 0rT
such that t=nT+r. This observation, inequality (14) and our choice of K
imply
e&bt &8(x, t) | V(x)&Ke&=t.
This inequality implies that ?b | V admits an exponential dichotomy with
projectors P(x) equal to the identity map. Hence b # \(V, ?) contradicting
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our choice of b. Therefore GR+(F )=b and by Theorem 1, b # 7meas(V, ?)
7meas(E, ?). When the spectral interval I is of the form [a, b], we claim that
a # 7meas(E, ?). To prove this claim, we define the superadditive function
G(x, t)=&ln &8(x, &t) | V(x)&
for x # X and t0. In this case, for any + # Merg(+), GR(G, +) is the
minimal Lyapunov exponent of ? | V. Mimicking our previous arguments
for b, it follows that a=GR&(G)=inf[GR(G, +) : + # Merg(,)]. Hence
a # 7meas(E, ?). K
Remarks. Johnson et al. [5, Theorem 2.3] proved Theorem 4 for linear
skew-product flows on finite-dimensional spaces. A related theorem was
proven in the discrete case by the author [17].
4.3. Average Lyapunov Functions
Consider a semiflow ,: Y_T+  Y on a locally compact metric space Y.
Assume X is a compact subset of Y with empty interior such that X and
Y"X are positively invariant. Motivated by applications, various methods
have been developed to determine whether X is a uniform repellor, i.e.,
there exists ’>0 such that for all y # Y"X, lim inft   d(,t y, X )>’
(see, for example, [4]). One of these methods uses what is commonly
referred to as an average Lyapunov function [2, 3]: Given UY an
open neighborhood of X and a continuous function P: U  R+ , define
F: X_T+  R by
F(x, t)=ln lim inf
y  x, y # U"X
P(,t y)
P( y)
. (15)
P is called an average Lyapunov function provided that P&1(0)=X and
sup
t>0
F(x, t)>0
for all x # X.
Remarks. Recall P is Lyapunov function if P(,t y)>P( y) for all
y # U"X and t>0. Not all Lyapunov functions are average Lyapunov func-
tions. For example, consider x* =x(1&x2) with P(x)=x. However, the
advantage of an average Lyapunov function is that it gives a condition that
only needs be checked at X.
Theorem (Hutson, 1984). Let Y, X, and , be as defined above. If there
exists an average Lyapunov function for X, then X is uniformly repelling.
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As F is superadditive, Theorem 1 immediately implies the following
corollary.
Corollary 2. Let U, X, Y, and , be as defined above. Let P: U  R+
be a continuous function such that P&1(0)=X. If F(x, t) as defined in (15)
is continuous and
inf {lim inft  
1
t
F(x, t) : x # M(, | X )=>0,
then X is uniformly repelling.
Remarks. Hutson [2, Corollary 2.3] proved that it suffices to check
that lim inft  (1t) F(x, t)>0 for x # L+(, | X )=x # X |(x) where |(x)
denotes the |-limit set of the point x. Since L+(, | X ) contains the
Birkhoff center of , | X, Corollary 3 improves this result.
Under additional assumptions (i.e., , is a dissipative Lipschitz flow on
Y=Rn+ and X=R
n
+), Hutson [3, Theorem 5.2] proved that if X is
uniformly repelling then there exists an average Lyapunov function P such
that F as defined by (15) is continuous. Hence Corollary 3 can be inter-
preted as saying that behavior of , near M(, | X ) determines whether X
is a uniform repellor.
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